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O Goddess Saraswati, here I salute before you.
O the giver of boons, you fulfill my desires.
I am beginning my studies here;
May the success be always with me.
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Astro-Vision Education report

[EduRpt 1.0.0.1]

Name
Sex
Date of Birth
Time of Birth (Hr.Min.Sec)
Time Zone (Hrs.Mins)
Place of Birth
Longitude & Latitude (Deg.Mins)
Ayanamsa
Birth Star - Star Pada (Quarter)
Birth Rasi - Rasi Lord
Lagna (Ascendant) - Lagna Lord
Thidhi (Lunar Day)

: Sample
: Male
: 27 April, 1992 Monday
: 11:50:00 AM Standard Time
: 05:30 East of Greenwich
: Ernakulam
: 76.16 East , 9.56 North
: Chitra Paksha = 23 Deg. 45 Min. 15 Sec.
: Satabhisha - 1
: Kumbha - Sani
: Karkata - Chandra
: Dasami, Krishnapaksha

Sunrise (Hrs.Mins)
Sunset (Hrs.Mins)
Dinamana (Hrs. Mins)
Dinamana (Nazhika.Vinazhika)
Local Mean Time (LMT)
Astrological Day of Birth
Kalidina Sankhya
Dasa System

: 06:09 AM Standard Time
: 06:36 PM
'' ''
: 12.27
: 31.8
: Standard Time - 25 Min.
: Monday
: 1860274
: Vimshottari, Years = 365.25 Days

Star Lord
Ganam, Yoni, Animal
Bird, Tree
Chandra Avastha
Chandra Vela
Chandra Kriya
Dagda Rasi
Karanam
Nithya Yoga
Rasi of Sun - Star Position
Position of Angadityan
Zodiac sign (Western System)

: Rahu
: Asura, Female, Horse
: Peacock, Kadanbu tree
: 3 / 12
: 7 / 36
: 12 / 60
: Simha,Vrischika
: Bhadra(Vishti)
: Brahma
: Mesha - Bharani
: Feet
: Taurus

Nirayana Longitude of Planets
The Indian system of astrology is based on the nirayana longitude planets, which is obtained by
subtracting the ayanamsa value from the sayana longitudes, calculated as per western system.
There are different basis for calculating ayanamsa. The method selected here is :
Chitra Paksha = 23Deg.45 Min.14 Sec.
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Planet

Longitude
Deg:Min:Sec

Rasi

Long. in Rasi
Deg:Min:Sec

Star

Pada

Lagnam
Chandra
Surya
Budha
Shukra
Kuja
Guru
Sani
Rahu
Ketu
Maandi

94:38:32
309:14:46
13:29:14
346:39:4
0:50:30
329:36:7
130:53:49
293:56:35
249:50:33
69:50:33
144:43:40

Karkata
Kumbha
Mesha
Meena
Mesha
Kumbha
Simha
Makara
Dhanu
Mithuna
Simha

4:38:32
9:14:46
13:29:14
16:39:4
0:50:30
29:36:7
10:53:49Retro
23:56:35
9:50:33
9:50:33
24:43:40

Pushya
Satabhisha
Bharani
Uttarabhadra
Aswini
Purvabhadra
Makha
Dhanishta
Moola
Ardra
Purvaphalguni

1
1
1
4
1
3
4
1
3
1
4

Mer

Moo

Sun

Mar

Sat

Ven

Ket

Satabhisha
27-April-1992
11:50:00 AM
Rasi
Longitude -76.16
Latitude +9.56

Rah

Ven

Lag

Mar

Rah

Jup

Navamsa
Sun
Jup

Sat

Maa

Lag
Moo

Ket

Mer

Maa

Details of Dasa and Bhukti (Apahara) Periods
( Years = 365.25 Days )
Dasa balance at birth = Rahu 14 Years, 6 Months, 6 Days
Dasa

Arambha

Anthya

Rah
Jup
Sat
Mer
Ket
Ven
Sun

27-04-1992
03-11-2006
03-11-2022
02-11-2041
03-11-2058
02-11-2065
02-11-2085

03-11-2006
03-11-2022
02-11-2041
03-11-2058
02-11-2065
02-11-2085
21-11-2087

The bottom line in the chart does not indicate your longivity.
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Special Combination of Planets in the Horoscope (YOGA) for Education
Yogas are special combination of planets in the horoscope which influence the life and future of a
person. Some are formed by simple conjunction of planets,whereas others are based on complex
astrological logic or peculiar placement of planets in the chart. Hundreds of combinations and their
effects have been described in the ancient astrological texts. While some combinations are good,
others may have undesirable effects.
The important combinations identified in your horoscope are listed below with a brief mention of
the effect it can have on you.
Sasa Mahayoga
Logic:
Saturn in a kendra in own house.
The Saturn in your Kendra is giving you a good amount of wealth. This can make you a boss of
some institution. You may have a lot of attendants to serve you. This yoga is making you get
benefits from rulers. You may gain a lot of wealth through your trade. You may be qualified
enough to be an advisor for people. This is a favorable indication of success in life through
education or other knowledge gaining methods.
Parijata Yoga
Logic:
The lord of the sign in which the lord of the house occupied by the ascendant lord, join a quadrant.
According to the placement of your ascendant lord, you have a great yoga called Parijat Yoga,
which is a kind of Raj yoga. This yoga gives you a happy and satisfied life, especially during the
latter part. You may have to really put a lot of effort into studies. There will be progress in a slow
pace. You will get honor from the rules and you may be closely associated with them. Your
education will be a strong foundation for you even though you have to good efforts in it. You may
have all the conveniences and fond of traditions and rituals.

General Prediction on Education
The placement of your fourth lord in the tenth house with a benefic aspect may give you a high
position in the society. You will be highly fortunate through your education.
Your fifth lord is in the eighth house may make you not very forgiving. You may act with
prejudice. You may have to think about your attitude and the way you confront your enemies.
Your attitude can give you powerful enemies. You may even create adverse situations because of
your character.
The second lord is strong enough to give you great success in primary education. Your school-level
education may be very successful. Your strong memory and grasping power may add a lot of value
to your education. Since the second house signifies speech, your presentation of ideas and
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communication may be admirable. Please check which subject you are excelling at in school. There
are good chances of gaining more knowledge of that subject. Most of your material gains may
come from it.
An auspicious planet is influencing your second lord. This benefic influence may give you good
grasping power. This may help you to increase your self-worth because the second house is all
about money, gain, family, self-worth and speech. The second house shows the very first stages of
life in which you get the nourishment to support your growth throughout life The placement of
your second lord and its beneficial influence on it are very good. They give clear indication of good
memory. This will help you in studies.
You have a very benefic influence on your fourth house of family, home, education, and parents.
This is very helpful for your education. You must use this opportunity very wisely. This placement
may give you good scores in education.
The fifth house signifies intelligence, creative, self-expression, pleasure, entertainment, all forms
of play, speculation, gambling, studies pastimes, hobbies, attitude towards romance, romantic
relationships, attitude towards having fun, drama, adornments, and costumes. The lord of this
house is aspected by a benefic. You are blessed with a sharp memory.
Mercury is lagna trikona. This indicates that the you will get a higher education. Your education
will be that solid base of all your fortune. Your life will be blessed with conveniences like vehicles
as well as property.
Favourable specific fields in higher studies
This report is prepared on the basis of planetary positions and yogas present in your chart. The
below suggestions are purely based on the analysis of your birth chart and other divisional charts.
This report is a guide to find your scope in various field of education.
Medical field
There is a mutual reception in between fourth and fifth house lords. This planetary alignment favors
an interest in medicine. You may get the chances to learn some fields related to medicine or
medical science.
The planetary positions are indicating your interest in medical sciences. Lagna lord and ninth
lord, are favoring your studies in the medical field. You may even make a career from that. You
must seriously find whether science subjects are easy for you. If you find easy, you may give
more focus on them.
According to the placement of the Moon, you may have a good amount of interest in medicine or
related fields. You may be able to score good marks in medicine or related subjects. If you try
well, there can be a good future in medicine or related areas.
According to the placements of few house lords, you may get an interest in medicine or related
fields. You may get a chance to study medicine. You may even try other fields related to
medicine.
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The planetary positions are favoring good academic results. If you have selected medicine as your
field, most probably you will be scoring very good marks in that subject.
As per the planetary placement, you will display a great amount of competitiveness. This planetary
alignment is good for appearing in competitive examination. You may have good chances to get
through those papers.
Engineering and Information Technology
Mars and Saturn conjunction is favoring a career either in engineering or technology. You may get
opportunities to study subjects related to engineering or technology and you may even make a
career out of these.
Jupiter, Venus, and the Nakshatra position all are favoring chances for a career in engineering.
These planetary energies are influencing you to get more interest in engineering subjects.
Arts, Music and Literature
The placement of Mercury and Venus is very good for a genuine interest in arts subjects. You
may learn subjects related to the arts. You may even get a career in performing arts too.
As per the planetary placements, you may show an interest in language or literature. This may help
you to get a career in the field related to language and literature.
Agriculture and Farming
According to the placement of the lords of Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn, there are possibilities of
interest in agriculture-related fields. You may find a good career from that.
Percentage wise score on specific field of education
No.

Subjects

Score(%)

1
2
3
4

Medical field
Engineering and Information Technology
Arts, Music and Literature
Agriculture and Farming

54.5
18.2
18.2
9.1

As per the astrological analysis, these may be the suitable educational fields for you. You may
choose your desired subject according to your interest and convenience.

Favourable Periods for Career
Considering the lagna lord, tenth lord, benefic planets in lagna and tenth house, aspect of Jupiter on
lagna and tenth house and other factors the following dasa/apahara periods are found favourable for
career.
Analysis for age 15 to age 60.
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Dasa

Apahara

Period start

Period End

Analysis

Guru
Guru
Guru
Guru
Guru
Guru
Guru
Guru
Sani
Sani
Sani
Sani
Budha
Budha
Budha

Sani
Budha
Ketu
Shukra
Surya
Chandra
Kuja
Rahu
Shukra
Chandra
Kuja
Guru
Shukra
Chandra
Kuja

21-12-2008
04-07-2011
09-10-2013
15-09-2014
16-05-2017
04-03-2018
04-07-2019
09-06-2020
24-08-2029
06-10-2033
07-05-2035
22-04-2039
28-03-2045
02-12-2048
04-05-2050

04-07-2011
09-10-2013
15-09-2014
16-05-2017
04-03-2018
04-07-2019
09-06-2020
03-11-2022
24-10-2032
07-05-2035
15-06-2036
02-11-2041
27-01-2048
04-05-2050
01-05-2051

Favourable
Favourable
Favourable
Excellent
Favourable
Excellent
Excellent
Favourable
Favourable
Favourable
Favourable
Favourable
Favourable
Favourable
Favourable

With best wishes : Astro-Vision Futuretech Pvt.Ltd.
First Floor, White Tower, Kuthappadi Road, Thammanam P.O - 682032
[EduRpt 1.0.0.1]

Note:
This report is based on the data provided by you and the best possible research support we have
received so far. We do not assume any responsibility for the accuracy or the effect of any decision
that may be taken on the basis of this report.
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